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 Our Vision 
To be an All-through multi-denominational faith designated Christian school which 
seeks  to achieve education excellence, develop students with exemplary character, 
prepare students to effectively live, work and trade in the global economy and ensure all 
students succeed.
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Welcome to King Solomon 
International Business School

Welcome to King Solomon International Business School. We are an all-through school, from age 4 to 19, 
encompassing all year groups from Reception to Year 13. The benefits of this format are all-encompassing, 

with wide-ranging advantages for students, staff and parents alike.

For parents, the school offers a full and consistent approach to their child’s education, an environment where 
unparalleled pastoral care processes are understood and upheld.  Following a student’s learning journey from 
early years to eighteen, allows the school to positively support a child; knowing them well as learners.  Early 
intervention and tracking are enhanced by the all-through setting and transition to all areas of the school is a 
proven positive experience.

For students, the benefits are enormous. Direct proximity of younger children to older ones enables student-
to-student mentoring; the provision of excellent role models for younger student; leadership and mentoring 
opportunities to develop confidence, resilience and character building. An overwhelming sense of community 

and family are all prevalent in our all-through school.  Opportunities are also offered for primary students to 
learn in specialist facilities, not accessible to most primary school students.

For staff, there are opportunities to share best practice and cross-phase lesson observations create 
opportunities to learn from one another. Curricula are discussed and reviewed with skills-based learning 
considered, in addition to knowledge and content.  Our assessment process enhances the quality of data 
collected, offering improved tracking and monitoring for pupils. This creates a shared educational ethos that 
supports children for the duration of their time at King Solomon School. All-through education also provides 
greater opportunities for staff development, encouraging different phases to work together to raise standards.

As leaders of our all-through establishment, we create and prioritize a shared vision and we develop people, 
by allowing risks to be taken.  We recognize that primary and secondary students and practitioners are 

different, and that they should be able to express themselves in different ways. We therefore ensure that the 
phases in their all-age school retain some sense of their uniqueness or diversity. We feel that this new 
leadership team has the energy, enthusiasm and passion to make the education of your child a successful one.

KING SOLOMON
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SCHOOL

Ms I. Abrahams  
Executive Head Teacher
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Welcome 
 King Solomon International Business School opened its doors for the first time 
in September 2015 to become the city’s first:

-  Christian Free School

-  International Business Specialism

-  All-through (4-19)

This school provides a unique opportunity for all those who live in 
Birmingham, to access innovative, high quality international education, 
underpinned by a strong Christian ethos.

We aim to ensure all our children develop into rounded, achieving and caring 
individuals who fulfill their full potential and actively contribute to the 
wellbeing of others. We will cater for each pupil holistically (academic, 
spiritual and emotional) where each student is valued and encouraged to 
give their very best.

We look forward to pupils from Early Years being able to complete their 
education right through to the Sixth Form with pastoral care, welfare and 
quality of relationships, that are especially strong in our all-through school. 
King Solomon School is committed to providing a fair and supportive 
environment for all our pupils to instill a lifelong love of learning that goes 
beyond academic achievement.

We are international in our outlook, and Christian in our ethos. All faiths are 
welcome at King Solomon. We are committed to promoting a sense of 
understanding, diversity and equality for all and helping every pupil attain 
their personal goals. We want all King Solomon pupils to develop into 
confident and caring young people with high academic aspirations and a 
strong work ethic to carry them forward to live fulfilling and successful lives.

We have a fantastic team of talented individuals to help us achieve this vision 
for each one of our pupils and we look forward to welcoming you to the King 
Solomon family.

King Solomon International Business School 2

Welcome From Chair of Directors

Chair of Board of Directors

Dr Cheron Byfield
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• Having all our phases (Primary and Secondary) working together to track the
children’s progress.

• Being able to support a child, knowing them well as learners, from an early age.
• Creating a shared educational ethos that supports children from 4 - 19 and provides

consistently high expectations for all.
• Enabling primary age pupils to access the Secondary phase specialisms, resources

and facilities more easily.
• Accommodating a wider breadth of activities for higher, middle and lower ability

pupils and those with Special Educational Needs.
• Having a wide range of extra-curricular activities that benefit from greater resources

and can be interest rather than age related.
• Addressing the necessary intervention usually associated with transitions and

transfers from school to school.
• Having consistent pastoral care.
• Providing greater opportunities for staff development and learning from new ways

of doing things.

Introduction
We are a safe, caring, academically ambitious school, where children flourish, 
developing their skills and talents. Children advance their powers of reason and their 
creativity, they learn through discovery and grow to analyse, innovate, solve 
problems, collaborate and communicate well with others.

We work closely with parents/carers to ensure that the children have high 
expectations; recognizing and celebrating success at every level and in every field. We 
believe that as children develop confidence and resilience, they love to learn and can 
learn to love.

Starting School is an anxious time for both children and parents. We will make it as 
enjoyable as possible. Early in the term before the children start, the parents and 
carers will be invited to a meeting where we will inform them of all they need to know 
about the school. There is also an opportunity to ask questions. Prior to entry to the 
Reception class, the children will be invited to spend time in the school, in order for 
them to begin to get to know their teacher and to familiarise themselves with the 
classroom.

The Benefits of Our All-Through School

Our All Through School

“The school has an 
excellent vision and 
the infrastructure to 

support it. It is far 
more than a school 

but for me, it’s a 
presence within our 

community that 
represents our 

Christian values”. 
(Secondary Parent) 
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  Open to all 

We are a non fee-paying, non-selective, co-educational school, which means our school is free to attend and there are no 
qualifying exams. It is open to boys and girls. We are an all-through school so that pupils can join when they are four years old 
and complete their education through to the Sixth Form, giving them continuity and security so that staff get to know 
them exceptionally well, understand their needs, and hence able to effectively personalise their learning.

  High attainment expectations 

We provide a supportive learning environment and a tailored and extended curriculum, working in partnership with 

parents to ensure students’ learning needs are met. In return we have high expectation of our students meeting 
ambitious learning objectives and achieving strong personal results.

  Strong discipline 
Respect for others and personal self-discipline are developed through prompt time keeping and following the school rules for the benefit of 
all. There is a strict dress code with a clear school uniform policy which all students are expected to follow. 

We operate a firm and fair approach to behaviour management, so that the challenging behaviour of a few does not affect the life chances of the 
many.

Pastoral care and character development 
We aim to provide the highest possible level of care, support and learning so that every student achieves the very best they can. Students in 
the Secondary School and Sixth Form are assigned a form tutor who oversees their academic and pastoral care.  Each student is also assigned to 
one of four school Houses: many of the school’s extra-curricular activities such as competitions are conducted through school Houses 

which encourage a sense of belonging and competitiveness.

What Makes  
King Solomon Special?

Innovative International Business Focus

Our school creates advantages for students through its international outlook. We believe that in the 
single market global economy, internationally recognized qualifications will become more relevant 
and useful.  We also follow the National Curriculum in our Primary and Secondary School. 

We specialize in international business and enterprise and work closely with international 

companies to equip our students to develop skills aligned to changing business needs of the 
global economy. By offering a globally respected curriculum we create an advantage for our 
students in the international market.

  A multi-denominational Christian school 
We are a Christian school, rooted in the Christian tradition of providing an education that builds character and enables students to develop 
as whole, rounded and spiritual human beings.  We cultivate the virtues of love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 
gentleness and self-control which all contribute to a productive learning environment. We are also an inclusive school that welcomes 

students from all faiths.

Students attend collective school worship which includes daily reflection and prayer. House assemblies focus on weekly themes and 

celebration services are held at a local church at Christmas and Easter with a whole school Eucharist each term.
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SCHOOL

“My child loves coming to this school and 
she looks forward to being part a 

community.” (Primary Parent)
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  Our Vision 
"To achieve academic excellence, develop 

students with exemplary character, 
prepare students to effectively live, work 
and trade in the global economy, and 
ensure that every student succeeds."

The Six Pillars of Our Vision are:
1 Academic Excellence

2. Christian Distinctiveness
3. Leadership
4. International Education & Business
5. Character Development
6. Well-Being

  Our Ethos  

Vision, Ethos,Virtues & Values
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Our Values
  Our core values are:

• The Bible as being the most important book ever
written.

• Education as being an essential tool for preparing our
students to effectively live, work and trade in the
global economy.

• The Fruit of the Spirit as our character development
framework.

• Christian unified fellowship for worship, prayer and to
help the disadvantaged

• Fair treatment for all.
• Business, community, and school partnerships

locally, nationally and globally.
• The pursuit of excellence in all we do.

Christian in its ethos and international in outlook, the school aims to 
create opportunities for all its students. 

We will follow the National Curriculum in our Primary and Secondary 
School. 

We specialise in International Business and enterprise and work closely 
with international businesses to ensure that our students 
develop skills aligned to the changing business needs of the 21st 
century and to equip students with the knowledge and skills to be able 
to effectively live, work and trade in the global economy. 

We use a personalised learning system to ensure all children are 
supported in the right way, where they are struggling or especially 
gifted and talented. Particular emphasis will be given to ensuring 
high standards of literacy and numeracy. Our extended school day 
and enrichment activities of after school clubs, combined with a 
rigorous approach to discipline and behaviour, provide a sound base 
for learning.

At King Solomon we seek to ensure that all pupils have the 
opportunity to grow spiritually, emotionally and intellectually. 
Grounded in the Christian tradition, the school is committed to 
providing an education system that seeks to build character and 
enable students to develop as well rounded students in their 
attitude, behaviour and academic aspirations.

The ethos provides a framework for the kind of character we want 
our children to develop in order to draw out the full potential of 
each child. The King Solomon personal development programme 
seeks to develop each student’s ability to recognise good advice, 
make sound judgments and wise decisions and to be honest, just, fair 
and resourceful. The Christian ethos of the school will create an 
environment which cultivates virtues of love, joy, peace, patience, 
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control, all of 
which are conducive to a positive learning environment for students 
and staff to excel.

Our curriculum focus on international business and enterprise is 
underpinned by Christian ethics with an emphasis on tolerance and respect 
for all. 

Our Virtues
The moral standards we use as our compass for character 
development are based on the virtues associated with the Fruit of the 
Spirit, i.e.. love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, 
trustworthiness, gentleness, and self-control. The development of 
these virtues, which are integrated into the curriculum, house system,  
rewards and extra-curricular activities, provides students with a moral 
compass for life. 

 PROSPECTUS     
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We work with international businesses to ensure that 
our students develop skills aligned to the 
changing business needs of the 21st century. The school 
will equip students with the knowledge and skills to be 
able to effectively live, work and trade in the global 
economy. 

We follow the National Curriculum in our Primary and 

Secondary schools. At KS4 students will follow the core 
curriculum of GCSE subjects (including subjects that 
are part of the English Baccalaureate) and have the 
option of pursuing pathways of tailored vocational 
subjects. 

Our personalised teaching and learning approach will 

ensure that no child is left behind. We are passionate 
about achieving success for all students, whether they 
are of the Christian faith or not.

School examinations are held towards the end of the 

school year for every year group, except for students in 

Year 11 who have earlier mock exams followed by 

external examinations. 

As well as the main curriculum, all students follow King Solomon’s 
international and business curriculum, developed with our international 
business partners and the Young Enterprise Scheme. This will cover topics such 
as global marketing, business opportunities in emerging countries, writing 
an export plan, legalities and the need for cultural understanding.

Our international business partners will act as business mentors and consultants. 
For Sixth Formers, our specialism continues through delivery of  accredited 
Business Modules.

The third section of learning for all students is the King Solomon Programme, 
designed to help develop moral well rounded members of society. This 
addresses the pastoral, individual and spiritual needs of students. The 
academic study subjects follow the agreed RE syllabus for Birmingham with an 
emphasis on Christianity and developing characteristics which 
include: Caring for Others, Identity and Belonging, Creating Unity and 
Harmony, Being Hopeful and Visionary, Being Curious and Valuing 
Knowledge, Being Reflective and Self-Critical, Being Silent and Attentive.

Curriculum

We aim to provide a broad and balanced curriculum based on the National 
Curriculum, which also recognises the Christian ethos of the school and our 
specialism in International Business and Enterprise. 
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Extended School Day 
Pupils are able to participate in a 
range of school activities to include: 
lunch time clubs, after school clubs, 
weekend master classes and school 
holiday programmes. The school runs 
a number of clubs and societies. Out-
of-school sports activities include 
football, netball, athletics and 
basketball. King Solomon has both a 
purpose built Sports Hall, Dance and 
Drama Studio that provides for 
curricular and extra-curricular pursuits.  
A A number of educational visits 
abroad have traditionally been 
arranged including student 
exchanges, cultural visits, fieldwork 
and historical sites and activity centres. 
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School day and enrichment
As a free school, King Solomon can set its own hours. The advantage this 
brings to pupils is greater support and opportunity for learning, through 
extended hours. Enrichment activities are run outside standard teaching time 
and students are encouraged to take full advantage of activities offered.
• Power Hour

two early morning sessions 8.35 - 9.05 to support under-achieving pupils

• Lunchtime Club
many activities including debating, choir, music, language club

• After-school Club
15.30 - 16.30 supervised homework

• NEET Free Programme
for Sixth Formers, careers and university advice sessions

• Summer Programme
one week in the summer period

• Weekend Master Classes / Super Saturdays
five Saturday classes throughout the year

Your school journey

School Day

What the school day 
looks like for Years 7-11

08:30 Registration

15:30

16:30

After-school Club begins

CLOSE

  Our uniform  

The business work ethic at 
King Solomon means students 
are expected to dress smartly 
and take pride in their 
appearance. School uniform is 
compulsory and we expect 
students to enjoy wearing it with 
pride. 

Our full uniform policy can be 

viewed on our website at 

www.kingsolomonibs.com  

Start Here
RECEPTION

Moving Up
YEAR 6

SIXTH 
FORM

Welcome to 
Lower Sixth

YEAR 1 YEAR 3

YEAR 2 YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 10

YEAR 11 YEAR 9 YEAR 7

YEAR 8

Developing international business enterprise 
knowledge and skills through theory and practice

UPPER SIXTH
Your final year at King Solomon

International Business and Enterprise 

Laying the Foundations for international business 
and an enterprise mindset 
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"I love coming to school 
because we learn new 

things every day. 
Sometimes my learning can 

be hard but my teachers 
support me and teach me 

how to be even better.  The 
Fruit of Spirit are part of 
our school in every area 

and I am a member of the 
Student Council.  We make 

decisions to improve our 
school." (Year 4 Pupil)

 PROSPECTUS     
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Learning Support
We ensure we effectively meet the needs of all students, 
including those with special learning needs and the gifted and 
talented.

The school is developing a dedicated Learning Support Department 
to help every pupil fulfil their full potential.

Led by the Head of Learning Support (Special Educational 
Needs  Co-ordinator) we will identify and assess students and 
liaise with external agencies and parents, to provide equality of 
opportunity for all our students.

ICT (Information and Communications Technology) will be used 
to support students with learning difficulties throughout the 
school. ICT is routinely taught across the school to ensure students 
are equipped for life in the 21st century. It also plays a key part in 
enabling staff to deliver high quality lessons in and out of the 
classroom.

Pastoral care
We aim to provide the highest possible level of care, support and 
learning so that every student achieves the very best they can.

Students in the Secondary School and Sixth Form are assigned a 
Form Tutor who oversees their academic and pastoral care. Tutor 
groups meet for registration at the start of each day and are made up 
of mixed ability students from years 6 to 13.

Each student is also assigned to one of four school Houses. Many of the 

school’s extra-curricular activities such as competitions are 

conducted through school Houses which encourage a sense of 

belonging and competitiveness.

A Student Council made up of student representatives from Years 5 to 

12, reports to the school’s governing body twice a year on any issues 

of concern and plans student led activities on behalf of the school.
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Charging 
The Governing body believes that a state education is free. However it also recognises the valuable 
contribution that the wide range of additional activities, including clubs, trips and residential 
experiences can make towards the students’ education. The Governing body aims to promote and 
provide such activities, both as part of a broad and balanced curriculum for the students of the school 
and as additional optional activities. The Governing body reserves the right to make charges in certain 
circumstances for such activities. Where an activity is dependent upon voluntary contributions and 
those fail to meet the required amount, the Governors reserve the right to cancel the proposed activity. 
Please see our website for the latest policy statement.
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Working with the wider community
Parents and carers are important partners in ensuring students achieve 
and we work hard to ensure they are involved in school life 
and play an active part in their child’s development.

King Solomon sees itself as part of the local community and welcomes 
volunteers to assist the school in achieving its aims. Parents can volunteer to 
help with reading or sporting fixtures. Likewise students are expected to 
take part in social action in the community, challenging inequality and 
contributing to a harmonious society. 

Working with fellow Woodard Schools, provides King Solomon with key 
inter-school opportunities including sharing of expertise, continuing 
professional development and leadership and governance. Students take 
part in inter-school events such as debates and sports competitions on a 
regular basis with other leading schools in the area.

Supporting Transition

How to Apply
Admissions
We operate a citywide admission policy, so 
students from anywhere in Birmingham are 
eligible to attend. The school will cater for just 
over 1200 pupils. Specific details can be found 
on our school website. 

To apply for a place please 

call 0121 357 1905 for an 
application form, or apply 

online at: 

www.birmingham.gov.uk/schooladmissions
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Our Assistant Head of KS3 is Senior Leader for Transition and Induction,and with a team of staff manages the process 
effectively.
We have strong relationships with all our partner preschool settings and primary schools, working closely with 
them to support the children’s transition into Reception and to Secondary school. At the end of each academic 
year, the primary students complete a two-week transition programme into their new year group to know their 
class teachers. This enables everyone a sound understanding of children’s characters and academic excellence so 
there is no wasted learning time at the beginning of the new academic year. 

“As the leader for KS 3 and transition, I have the privilege of welcoming our new students into King Solomon, helping them settle in 
as they begin this new phase of their educational journey and then see them mature and flourish as they continue through the 

school. This begins with visiting students in their primary schools and preparing them for the changes ahead through our Induction 
evenings (information evenings for parents and students), and the  Transfer Day when they get to spend a whole day exploring their 
new school. I work with a wonderful team of dedicated Year tutors who are the first point of contact for students each day. They will 

monitor progress and help them through the challenges of adjusting to life in a new school. We endeavour to work 
together to make the transition process and settling into our school as smooth as possible for both the young people and their 

parents alike while they adjust to the changes before them”. [Assistant Head Teacher KS 3

A school for everyone
We do not select our intake on the grounds of prior 
attainment or perceived ability. We believe that all 
students can thrive, learn together and sustain normal 
social relationships in a community that is inclusive. We 
are proud to be more socially and ethnically diverse 
than average schools. We welcome every child into the 
school community whatever his or her ability, social 
background, or ethnic origin.  

School Policies

The school has a comprehensive set of policies 
that comply with all relevant educational 
legislation. Some of these are referred to in this 
prospectus. To view our school policies please 
refer to our website. 
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We offer exceptional opportunities

Sixth Form students have the chance to develop 
communication, leadership and independence skills through 
the diverse enrichment opportunities on offer. Sixth Form 
students play an instrumental role in the school community, 
organising a wide range of extra-curricular and enrichment 
activities, charity events and contributing to school 
development and are able to take on positions of responsibility. 

With the changes to the curriculum, we are taking the 
opportunity to deliver even more extra-curricular activities 

which are meaningful and which enhance students’ 
development, skills and progression.

Sixth Form students will be encouraged to take on more 
responsibilities by volunteering and mentoring. Sixth Form 
students will get the opportunity to do paid lunchtime duties 
within the school, where they will be able to work alongside our 
staff and get practical work experience. They also benefit from a 
wide range of creative opportunities, which support curriculum 
studies and help the students to grow into well-rounded 
individuals.

King Solomon International Business School Sixth Form 

We offer a tailored curriculum
At King Solomon International Business School 
we offer a tailored curriculum with varied 
subjects available for study which means that 
we are able to provide an educational pathway 
that is tailored to the individual students needs. 

King Solomon International Business School is a 
great place to come to study. Our aim is to 
stretch and inspire our young people, both 
academically and personally. We are about 
academic excellence and personal character 
development.

“Leaders and staff place the safety 
and welfare of pupils at the heart 

of all their work” OFSTED

King Solomon International Business School

“ King Solomon is an 
amazing place to lead. The 
staff are both hard working 
and student-centred. The 
students are extremely 
aspirational and thrive in 
their learning opportunities. 
The parents are supportive 
and open to change. I 
thoroughly look forward to 
coming to school every 
day.”  (Head Teacher of 
Secondary)
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Sixth Form Facilities 

Each individual student who joins the Sixth Form is provided with 
the opportunity to achieve their own personal aspirations, both 
academically as well as beyond the classroom. The Sixth Form 
students are at the heart of our school and every year we are 
delighted to welcome back returning students but also those 
who join us from other schools who help to enrich our whole 
school community. King Solomon International Business School is 
privileged to have a brand new dedicated Sixth Form Centre 
which is modern, spacious and welcoming. The new Sixth Form 
Centre provides a spacious and sociable area for all of the Sixth 
Form to relax during recreation and lunchtime. It has a range of 
facilities including a purpose built social/study space with a 
kitchen area, comfortable seating area and an independent study 
space.

The Sixth Form Centre and library can be used before and after 
school and Sixth Formers have access to these areas at all times. 
We also have various specialist teaching areas for art and sport 
and a computer suite. Every Sixth Form student is provided with 
their own designated workspace to support independent study 
and learning both during lessons and outside of lesson times.

“The staff at King Solomon really care about you and your learning. They will help you if 
you are stuck and praise you when you are doing well. I have just decided what my options 
are. I got loads of help when deciding what I wanted to do and had lots of choice” STUDENT

Designated Facilities

King Solomon International Business School 12



Resilience: They are resilient 
in the face of challenge Joy: They are a positive 

Love: They show 
concern for others and 
take action to show they 
care, they are 
committed to a lifestyle 
of involvement in social 
action initiatives 

Goodness: They are 
good and do and say 
the right thing even 
when it is unpopular 

Peace: They are 
peacemakers and
support those taking 
action to achieve 
peace 

Gentleness: They 
behave like ladies and 
gentlemen, they have 
manners 
and are polite 

Meekness: They are 
assertive, not 
aggressive or passive; 
they are meek, not 
weak 

Faithfulness: They are reliable, 
t rustworthy and true to their word 

Self-control: They show 
self-restraint and self
discipline 

'Some people believe that nature makes people good, others say that it is 
habit, and still others say that it is teaching. Experience shows that logical 

arguments and teaching are not effective in most cases. The soul of the 
student must first have been conditioned by good habits just as land must be 

cultivated to nurture seed. ' 
Aristotle, 

Characteristics of a King Solomon Graduate

The Fruit of The Spirit 
Character Framework 
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We Provide a Supportive Environment

King Solomon International Business School

Providing Pastoral Support 
The pastoral work of our school is a real strength. The focus is on 
supporting the students to achieve their very best by celebrating 
success, developing self-confidence, fostering both academic resilience 
and mutual encouragement of peers and by allaying any anxieties and 
concerns. Students are placed in tutor groups, their care and welfare is 
the responsibility of Class Teachers/Form Tutors. In Secondary tutor 
group meets during the school day at tutorial time. The Form Tutor is 
usually the first point of contact between home and school. The work of 
the form tutors is co-ordinated by the KS33and KS44Pastoral Lead. 

Our Chaplaincy Team 

This team constantly rejuvenates the spiritual and liturgical life of our 
school, supports the pastoral system and promote the values of the 
Gospel. Its outreach extends to families and local community.

Behaviour for learning 
 We focus on the positive behaviours that students need to enhance 
their learning. We recognise and celebrate their qualities of persistence, 
imagination, inquisitiveness, preparedness, collaboration and ambition. 
Relationships in the school are based on mutual respect. We value 
smartness, self-respect and safety for all. We are uncompromising about 
the importance of student appearance and adherence to the uniform 
code. We also operate a ban on mobile phones. Our discipline systems 
are influenced by the Christian notion of forgiveness 
and reconciliation and we work hard to ensure that students are offered 
‘early help’ interventions through our Grace and Wellbeing Centre. 
However, school sanctions do exist to deter and correct undesirable 
behaviour. Sanctions include detentions after class, after school, periods 
of ‘seclusion’ from peers and exclusions both fixed-term and 
permanent. Please see our website for our current Behavior Policy and 
Rewards Policy.

Beyond lessons
Careers education and guidance are provided in a variety of ways 
through curriculum time, opportunities for interviews and specific 
careers advice and on-line support. The Careers programme begins in 
Primary where students are encouraged to consider real life decision-
making and evaluate their own strengths and areas for improvement. 

“The staff at King Solomon really care about you and your learning. They will 
help you if you are stuck and praise you when you are doing well I have just 

decided what my option are. I got loads of help when deciding what I wanted to do 
and had lots of choice” (Year 9 student)
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Partnerships
King solomon has developed excellent 
collaborative partnerships with international 
businesses based both in the uK and abroad. 

These international business links will enhance 

our students’ educational experiences and help 

prepare them to live, work and trade in the 

international business marketplace. 

In addition to advising on our curriculum, 
companies will act as international business 
mentors to our students, give engaging 
presentations and help run our school-based 
enterprises. They will also work with our students on 
community projects and will provide company tours, 
work placements, shadowing opportunities, job 
seeking skills and on-the-job training. Our 
international business partners include the following. 

International Business Partnerships

To apply for a place please call 0121 358 1905 for an application form, or apply online at: 

www.kingsolomonibs.com

 PRoSPECtuS
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KING SOLOMON
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SCHOOL

  Follow us on Twitter
www.twitter.com/kingsolomonibs  

  Join us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/kingsolomonIBSchool 

Get in touch

If you would like to find out more about King Solomon  
International Business School, then please get in touch.  

By phone on 0121 357 1905 or 
email admin@kingsolomonibs.com

You can find more details about our school on the website at:

 www.kingsolomonibs.com

King Solomon International Business School 
Lord St, Birmingham B7 4AA

Love
Joy

Patience
Self-Control

Goodness
Peace 

Faithfulness
Kindness

Gentleness
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